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Numerous phylogenetic studies reported the existence of a pervasive scaling relationship between the ages of extant eukaryotic

clades and their estimated diversification rates. The causes of this age-rate-scaling (ARS), whether biological and/or artifactual,

remain unresolved. Here we fit diversification models to thousands of eukaryotic time-calibrated phylogenies to explore multiple

potential causes of the ARS including parameter non-identifiability, model inadequacy, biases in taxonomic practice, and an impor-

tant and ubiquitous form of sampling bias—preferentially analyzing larger extant clades. We distinguish between two mechanism

by which such sampling biases can cause an ARS: First, by favoring clades that happen to be unusually large merely by chance (i.e.,

due to the stochastic nature of the cladogenic process), thus leading to rate overestimation, and second, by favoring clades that

have truly higher diversification rates. We find that, of the proposed explanations, only sampling biases are likely to contribute to

the observed ARS. We develop methods for fully correcting for sampling bias mechanism 1, and find that despite these corrections

a substantial ARS remains. We then confirm using simulations that preferring trees with truly higher rates (mechanism 2) likely

explains this residual ARS. Since we do not have a completely unbiased sample of clades, including extinct ones, for phylogenetic

analyses, it is difficult to demonstrate unambiguously that sampling biases are the sole cause of the ARS. Sampling biases are,

however, a parsimonious and plausible explanation for this widely observed macroevolutionary pattern, and this has implications

for how we interpret the distribution of diversification rate estimates in extant clades.
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Numerous phylogenetic studies have reported the existence of a

pervasive scaling relationship between the ages of clades, sam-

pled from across the eukaryotic tree of life, and their inferred

time-averaged diversification rates (or speciation and extinction

rates): estimated rates tend to be higher for younger clades, and

this pattern is particularly strong for very young clades (�10 mil-

lion years) (Henao Diaz et al., 2019; Linder, 2008; Magallón and

Castillo, 2009; McPeek and Brown, 2007; Marin and Hedges,

2018; Ricklefs, 2006; Scholl and Wiens, 2016). To date, the

causes of this pervasive age-rate-scaling (ARS) and its implica-

tions for macroevolutionary analyses remain largely unresolved.

A number of potential causes for this ARS have been suggested

over the years, recently reviewed by Harmon et al. (2021). These

can be broadly grouped into three categories: (i) a true accelera-

tion of diversification rates over geological time scales; (ii) model

misspecification, which we define broadly as a serious mismatch

between the assumptions involved in rate estimates and biologi-

cal reality; and (iii) statistical artifacts that arise due to estimation

error or sampling bias, even when the models used to describe the

evolutionary process are appropriate. Among these, explanations

that fall into the latter two categories are the most likely (Harmon

et al., 2021), given the lack of a clear mechanism for a secular rate

increase (accelerating especially over the last few million years)

and the fact that analogous patterns are also commonly seen

in phenotypic (Gingerich, 1983; Hendry and Kinnison, 1999;

Uyeda et al., 2011) and molecular (Ho et al., 2005, 2011) rate
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estimates; hence, in the following we focus on categories (ii)

and (iii).

Perhaps the most obvious potential sampling bias is related

to survivorship and tree size, as there is a lower bound on the

size of clades for which it is possible to estimate diversifica-

tion rates with phylogenetic methods. For example, it is mean-

ingless to estimate a diversification rate for a single monotypic

lineage, and extinct clades are rarely considered in phylogenetic

studies of diversification rates. In practice, researchers also typi-

cally study extant clades that exceed a size threshold, even if this

is not explicit or intentional; researchers interested in the pro-

cesses of adaptive radiation will, for instance, tend to focus on

especially large and diverse groups of organisms (Pennell et al.,

2012). Younger clades being, all else equal, smaller than older

ones will be more affected by this bias—proportionally more

young clades will be too small to study than old clades. While

a number of authors have recognized the potential role of size

biases (e.g., Magallon and Sanderson, 2001), they have not been

fully accounted for statistically in studies reporting the ARS (see

below for full details) and hence it is unknown to what extent they

can explain the ARS.

A potentially important source of estimation error relates

to fundamental and pervasive identifiability issues of the diver-

sification process, which affect virtually all previous phyloge-

netic studies reporting an ARS. Specifically, it has long been

suggested, and recently mathematically proven, that extinction

rates (μ), net diversification rates (r = λ − μ), and past specia-

tion rates (λ) cannot be accurately estimated from extant time-

trees alone in the absence of additional strong constraints on

the possible rates (Kubo and Iwasa, 1995; Louca and Pennell,

2020a, 2021; Lloyd and Slater, 2021; Upham et al., 2021). In-

stead, one can generally only estimate composite variables, such

as the “pulled diversification rate” (PDR, denoted r̃) and the prod-

uct ρλo, where ρ is the fraction of extant species that are sam-

pled, λo is the present-day speciation rate, the PDR is defined

as r̃ = r + λ−1dλ/dτ, and τ denotes age (time before present)

(Louca et al., 2018; Louca and Pennell, 2020a). Note that r̃ is ap-

proximately equal to r if λ varies only slowly over time, but will

differ substantially from r if λ changes rapidly. The implications

of the above identifiability issues for the ARS are currently un-

known; this uncertainty was recently also pointed out by Harmon

et al. (2021). Since the majority of published phylogeny-based

estimates of λ, μ, and r through time are unreliable, this raises

the question as to whether an ARS would still be observed in

identifiable variables such as the PDR, or whether the ARS is

a mere artifact of the non-identifiability of birth-death phyloge-

netic models. Indeed, the same identifiability issues have been

shown to be responsible for another perplexing pattern, the zero-

inflation of phylogeny-based extinction rate estimates (Louca and

Pennell, 2021).

Here, to examine whether the ARS is robust and present in

truly identifiable macroevolutionary variables, and not just an ar-

tifact resulting from identifiability issues, we analyze the PDR in

thousands of extant clades drawn from across the eukaryotic tree

of life. We demonstrate that an ARS is indeed clearly observed

in the PDR, suggesting that the known identifiability issues of

λ, μ, and r are not the cause for the ARS. We then perform a se-

ries of alternative analyses to systematically examine the possible

contributions of tree size biases, biases in taxonomic classifica-

tion and model inadequacies to the ARS. In light of our findings,

we discuss whether we need to invoke specific biological pro-

cesses (causing a true increase of diversification rates towards

the present) to explain the ARS.

Results and Discussion
METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS: THE ROLE OF

SAMPLE BIASES

It is important to realize that observed scaling patterns will be

sensitive to the criteria (filters) by which samples are selected if

these filters are not statistically accounted for (Budd and Mann,

2018; Pennell et al., 2012; Ricklefs, 2007), where in our case a

“sample” is a specific clade. If we favor larger clades or only

consider clades above a certain size threshold, for example be-

cause larger clades are “more interesting” or because we would

like to avoid noisy results stemming from small clades, we risk

obtaining inflated diversification rates; this inflation will be par-

ticularly strong for younger clades, many of which may fall be-

low or just above the size threshold imposed. Even the simple

survivorship bias inevitably present in the vast majority of com-

parative macroevolutionary studies—clades with fewer than one

extant species (i.e., fully extinct clades), or even fewer than two

extant species, are simply never considered—can inflate rate es-

timates if not properly accounted for.

It is important to distinguish between two distinct mecha-

nisms by which tree size biases can inflate diversification rate

estimates for younger clades. The first mechanism (henceforth

“mechanism 1”) stems from the stochasticity of the cladogenic

process itself; over any given time interval and for any given

speciation and extinction rates the distribution of generated tree

sizes can have a considerable spread around the mean (includ-

ing a size of 0, corresponding to extinction). Preferentially con-

sidering trees towards the upper end of this distribution, without

accounting for this truncation statistically, will tend to overesti-

mate a clade’s diversification rate (Budd and Mann, 2018; Pen-

nell et al., 2012). Importantly, this mechanism will inflate diversi-

fication rates even if the true λ and μ are the same for all lineages

at all times. Hence, when performing maximum likelihood esti-

mation or Bayesian inference of diversification rates, one must
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condition the likelihood on the event of obtaining a tree passing

all implicitly or explicitly imposed filters, especially with regards

to survivorship and tree size. While previous studies generally

account for survivorship biases through the likelihood’s condi-

tioning, they do not account for additional size thresholds implic-

itly or explicitly imposed by the researcher. For example, even

though the majority of named clades probably comprise fewer

than 20 extant species (Mora et al., 2011; Sigwart et al., 2018;

also see Fig. S6), previous studies reporting an ARS either com-

pletely omitted or only included a small number of trees below

this size, without accounting for this bias in their rate estima-

tors (Henao Diaz et al., 2019; Linder, 2008; McPeek and Brown,

2007; Magallón and Castillo, 2009; Marin and Hedges, 2018).

The second mechanism by which tree size biases can lead

to an ARS (henceforth “mechanism 2”) stems from the variabil-

ity of diversification rates across the tree of life—the fact that

some clades truly exhibit faster diversification rates (Rabosky,

2016). Indeed, while a proper likelihood conditioning avoids an

overestimation of diversification rates for the clades considered,

those rates (even if accurately estimated) could still represent a

biased subset of all rates encountered in the tree of life. This

mechanism is much harder to account for statistically, because

there are strong reasons why our tree set might be size-biased

(for example, molecular phylogenies are only available for extant

clades, and reliable rate estimates are not possible for very small

trees). Note that we do not attempt to distinguish between differ-

ent causes of rate variation across clades, but rather take the rate

variation as a given fact and explore its consequences. For exam-

ple, rate variation across clades may be due to certain traits (Ng

and Smith, 2014), radiations in geographically restricted environ-

ments (Rabosky and Glor, 2010; Wagner et al., 2012), or release

from negative diversity dependence (Rabosky, 2009a). Below, we

investigate the potential role of both mechanisms of sampling bi-

ases.

We note that care must also be taken that the conditioning

of the likelihood (Stadler, 2013) is based on the measure of clade

age considered in the ARS; the proper conditioning will differ

depending on whether age is measured as the divergence time

of the clade’s most recent common ancestor (MRCA) or as the

time at which the clade split from its extant sister clade (stem

age). This distinction is important because the rate distribution

across clades with a specific stem age may differ from the rate

distribution across clades with a specific MRCA age (Budd and

Mann, 2020; Beavan et al., 2021), and both have been considered

in past studies.

ANALYSIS OF EUKARYOTIC TREES

To examine whether an ARS exists in truly identifiable vari-

ables such as the PDR, we first analyzed 714 eukaryotic time-

trees of named clades (henceforth “taxa”; de Queiroz and Gau-

thier, 1990), each with at least 20 tips (representing species) and

ranging from genus up to class and division level. These trees

were extracted from previously published large timetrees, in-

cluding Agaricomycotina (Varga et al., 2019), amphibians (Jetz

and Pyron, 2018), Chondrichthyes (Stein et al., 2018), ray-finned

fishes (Chang et al., 2019), birds (Jetz et al., 2014), mammals

(Upham et al., 2019), Odonata (Letsch et al., 2016), squamates

(Tonini et al., 2016), turtles (Thomson et al., 2021), and land

plants (Zanne et al., 2014). For an overview of tree sizes and

MRCA ages see Fig. S6; for detailed tree info see Data S1. Ex-

tracting subtrees from these large “source trees” of higher taxa

allowed us to efficiently obtain trees for a large number of taxa,

while avoiding many of the biases that would be present if we

had only picked taxa for which individual timetrees have been

published. Further, this also allowed us to efficiently extract in-

formation on each clade’s stem age, thus permitting an evalua-

tion of the ARS relative to the stem age in addition to the MRCA

age. Note that previous studies either explicitly imposed a simi-

lar size threshold, or substantially underrepresented smaller trees;

the size threshold applied here is thus meant to formalize these

biases in a way that can be exactly accounted for in the likeli-

hood. To each tree, we fitted a time-variable PDR profile and the

product ρλo via maximum likelihood, approximating the PDR as

a piecewise linear curve on a discrete time grid, whose optimal

size was determined based on the Akaike Information Criterion

(AIC; Akaike, 1981). While the PDR is a composite variable that

is conventionally defined in terms of the (non-identifiable) λ and

μ, we can directly estimate it because the likelihood of any extant

timetree can be written purely in terms of the PDR and ρλo, re-

gardless of λ and μ (Louca and Pennell, 2020a). To examine the

role of tree size biases not accounted for in the likelihood’s condi-

tioning (mechanism 1), we considered conditionings not account-

ing for our size threshold (similar to previous studies) as well

as conditionings accounting for our size threshold (mathematical

derivation in Appendix). For each tree, we calculated the mean

PDR (mPDR) by averaging the fitted PDR profile over time, and

compared it to the tree’s MRCA age or stem age (depending on

the conditioning used). Throughout, we quantify the strength of

the ARS in terms of the median mPDR at age 10 million years

relative to the median mPDR at age 100 million years, henceforth

denoted R; for example, an R = 1 implies no ARS while R � 1

implies a strong ARS.

We find a clear ARS in the mPDR, regardless of the condi-

tioning used and regardless of whether the MRCA or stem age

is considered (Fig. 1a–d, summaries in Table S1). Hence, de-

spite the general and serious identifiability issues present in λ,

μ, and r, the ARS reported for these variables in previous stud-

ies was unlikely caused by identifiability issues. One difference

to λ, μ, and r is that mPDR can also be negative, for example

if r is close to zero and λ increases over time (for simulation
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Figure 1. Age-rate-scaling across eukaryotic clades. Top row: Estimated mean pulled diversification rate (mPDR, averaged over time,

vertical axes) compared to a tree’sMRCA age or stem age (horizontal axes) across 714 eukaryotic taxawith at least 20 sampled species (one

point per taxon), using various conditionings of the likelihood (one panel per conditioning, as indicated in the panel’s title). Conditionings

accounting for the size filter are written in bold. In each panel, the black curve shows the median mPDR across trees in a sliding window,

and the R value indicates the ratio of the median at age 10 million years to the median at age 100 million years as a measure of the ARS’s

strength. Only taxa with at least 20 sampled species were considered. (a) Conditioning on the process having started at the stem age and

the sampling of at least 20 tips. (b) Conditioning on the observed MRCA age and the sampling of at least 20 tips. (c) Conditioning on the

process having started at the stem age and the sampling of at least one tip. (d) Conditioning on the observedMRCA age and the sampling

of at least one tip per MRCA child. Bottom row: Similar to the top row, but using 9296 subtrees descending from random nodes in large

published Eukaryotic timetrees (Chang et al., 2019; Jetz et al., 2014; Jetz and Pyron, 2018; Letsch et al., 2016; Stein et al., 2018; Tonini

et al., 2016; Thomson et al., 2021; Upham et al., 2019; Varga et al., 2019; Zanne et al., 2014), regardless of whether these nodes represent

named taxa. The range of PDR values shown (vertical axis range) has been restricted and standardized between panels for enhanced

visibility of trends and easier comparison; for the full range of values see Data S1 and S2. For analogous figures but considering clades

with ≥4 tips, see Fig. S2.

examples yielding a negative PDR see (Louca et al., 2018; Louca

and Pennell, 2020a)). In fact, towards younger ages the spread of

estimated mPDRs expands both into the positive as well as neg-

ative domain, despite an overall tendency for more positive mP-

DRs (a larger spread in either direction for younger trees is not

surprising since these trees tend to be smaller and thus estimation

error tends to be greater). The ARS in the mPDR is stronger when

the size filter is not accounted for in the likelihood’s conditioning

(e.g., compare Figs. 1a vs 1c, and 1b vs. 1d), consistent with our

interpretation that such inadequate conditioning leads to an infla-

tion of diversification rate estimates among the trees considered.

Nevertheless, the presence of a strong residual ARS regardless of

conditioning suggests that such inflated rate estimates cannot be

the sole cause of the ARS.

As mentioned earlier, biases in the considered tree sizes

could still contribute to the ARS even if accounted for in the

likelihood’s conditioning, because such biases favor clades with

greater diversification rates, particularly among younger clades

(mechanism 2). In other words, while the rate estimates them-

selves may be unbiased (thanks to a proper conditioning), the

distribution of the true rates themselves among the trees consid-

ered may be artificially inflated, particularly for younger trees.
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Figure 2. Age-rate-scaling across simple simulated trees. Top row: Estimated mean pulled diversification rate (mPDR, averaged over

time, vertical axes) compared to a tree’s MRCA age or stem age (horizontal axes) across 10,000 simulated trees with at least 4 tips (a,b)

or at least 20 tips (c,d). The applied size filter and conditioning is written in the figure titles and are similar to those in Fig. 1. In each

panel, the black curve shows the median mPDR across trees in a sliding window, and the R value indicates the ratio of the median at

age 10 million years to the median at age 100 million years as a measure of the ARS’s strength. The purple reference curves indicate

the theoretical minimum and maximum mPDR for which the expected tree size would be between 4 and 100,000 (a,b) or between 20

and 100,000 (c,d), at any given stem or MRCA age (based on the deterministic approximation). Each tree was simulated from a simple

birth-death model with constant λ and μ, chosen randomly from a plausible range. Bottom row: Similar to top row, but showing the true

PDR of each simulated tree.

To investigate this possibility, we repeated our analysis using taxa

with as few as 4 tips (3045 taxa), instead of 20 tips. We mention

that this threshold is the theoretical minimum data size needed for

estimating the PDR when conditioning on the MRCA age (de-

tails in Methods). We observed a considerable reduction in the

ARS, although a strong residual ARS still remained (compare

Fig. 1a,b to Fig. S2A,B). The fact that the ARS becomes weaker

when lowering the size threshold even when the size threshold is

accounted for in the likelihood’s conditioning, suggests that tree

size biases also contribute to the ARS via mechanism 2. In fact, it

is possible that this mechanism also causes much of the residual

ARS, since even a size threshold as low as four tips still favors

rapidly diversifying clades (particularly among younger clades).

Indeed, the overall shape of the residual ARS is largely consis-

tent with back-of-the-envelope expectations regarding the mini-

mum and maximum possible mPDR that could yield extant trees

in the considered size range at any given age (based on the deter-

ministic approximation of a constant-rates birth-death process,

purple curves in Fig. S5). To further investigate the plausibility

of this explanation, we simulated 10,000 random timetrees from

simple constant-rate birth–death models (where the tree’s stem

age, λ and μ were randomly chosen within realistic ranges, and

λ and μ were constant in each tree), and used those as input for

a similar analysis as with the empirical trees. Even for the lowest

possible size threshold of 4, and even with the proper condition-

ing of the likelihood and no model violations, we obtained a clear

ARS whose magnitude is comparable to that seen in the empirical

trees (compare Fig. 2 to Fig. S5). This result, which is consistent

with similar simulations conducted by Rabosky (Rabosky, 2016),

strongly suggests that tree size bias (which includes survivorship

bias), particularly when applied to young clades (�10 million

years), may be the main or even sole cause for the observed ARS,
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through a combination of mechanism 1 and mechanism 2. That

said, it is in principle possible that additional mechanisms con-

tribute to the ARS. To undeniably prove that tree size bias is the

sole cause of the ARS, one would need to estimate the mPDR

for clades with even fewer extant species (including completely

extinct clades), which however is not possible with existing tools.

To examine whether the ARS may also be partly caused by

biases in taxonomic definitions (Rabosky et al., 2012; Stadler

et al., 2014), for example causing correlations between the clades

we choose to examine and their diversification dynamics, we re-

peated our analysis using thousands of subtrees descending at

random nodes in the aforementioned source trees, regardless of

whether these subtrees correspond to named taxa (tree ages and

sizes in Fig. S7). As before, we only considered subtrees with at

least 20 tips (9296 trees) or at least four tips (10,000 trees), and

considered various conditionings that either account or do not ac-

count for our size threshold. This “taxonomy-agnostic” new anal-

ysis again yielded a strong ARS, both when considering trees

with ≥ 20 tips and when considering trees with ≥4 tips, regard-

less of the likelihood’s conditioning (Fig. 1e–h and Fig. S2E–H,

respectively). While among trees with ≥20 tips the taxonomy-

agnostic analysis yielded a somewhat weaker ARS (compare

Figs. 1a,b vs. 1e,f), this trend was partly reversed among trees

with ≥4 tips (compare Fig. S2A vs. E). These results suggest that

biases in taxonomic definitions contribute only weakly, if at all,

to the ARS. As before, the ARS is weaker, but nevertheless sub-

stantial, when we condition the likelihood on the size threshold

(Fig. 1e vs g, and 1f vs. h). Additionally lowering the size thresh-

old from 20 to 4 tips only has a minor effect on the ARS (compare

Fig. 1e,f to Fig. S2E,F).

It is in principle possible that fundamental model

misspecification—the inability of birth–death models to capture

important aspects of the true cladogenic process or of our (im-

perfect) tree estimates—could contribute to the ARS. Harmon

et al. (2021) reviewed a number of ways by which biological

processes could generate such a mismatch. For example, if there

is substantial heterogeneity in diversification rates among clades

(Mooers and Heard, 1997), or speciation events are clustered in

time (Foote, 2005), or diversification is highly constrained by

ecological factors (McPeek, 2008; Rabosky, 2009a), or the diver-

sification process is hierarchical (Etienne and Rosindell, 2012;

Rosenblum et al., 2012), estimating rates as the parameters of a

birth-death process may be inappropriate in ways that lead to an

ARS. Note that the ARS need not contradict the possibility that

some subclades or some geographic areas may exhibit internal

slowdowns in diversification (Henao Diaz et al., 2019). To ex-

amine the potential contribution of model misspecification to the

ARS, we repeated our analyses after omitting any trees for which

the fitted model did not adequately explain the data—i.e., where

the model could be rejected based on at least one of six alter-

native statistical tests (see also (Schwery and O’Meara, 2021)).

These tests were based on various summary statistics related to

tree shape (the Sackin statistic (Sackin, 1972), the Colless statis-

tic (Shao, 1990), the Blum statistic (Blum and François, 2006,

Eq. 5)) as well as on the distribution of edge lengths, node ages

and node sizes (see Methods for details; results in Figs. S1 and S3

and in Table S1). Depending on the original tree set and condi-

tioning used, anywhere between 30% and 72% of trees were thus

omitted (overview in Table S1). These restricted datasets again

yielded a strong ARS regardless of conditioning, regardless of

tree size threshold (4 or 20 tips) and regardless of whether named

taxa or subtrees at random nodes were considered. In fact, in al-

most all cases the ARS increased in the restricted dataset.

We mention that the model rejection rate was generally

greater for larger trees, however this is not surprising since larger

trees are more likely to exhibit rate heterogeneities across clades

(thus violating our model assumptions) and also are more likely

to yield statistical significance merely due to greater data size.

It is in principle possible that somehow model violations tend

to cause an underestimation of diversification rate estimates in

larger (thus older) clades, thus causing the ARS. However, we

would then expect the ARS to be much weaker when omitting

inadequate model fits, which was not the case (as mentioned, in

almost all cases the ARS increased). So while the biological pro-

cesses mentioned in the previous paragraph are all potentially im-

portant in evolution, it is unlikely that the ARS is a consequence

of failing to consider them in our models, with the caveat that our

statistical adequacy tests may fail to capture some relevant axes

of variation.

Since our tree sets were extracted from a small number of

source trees, errors in stem and MRCA age estimates will be

correlated across trees. It is in principle possible that these cor-

relations contribute to an ARS, although we cannot think of a

concrete likely mechanism for this at this point. To nevertheless

examine this possibility, we also considered a set of indepen-

dently generated timetrees for 84 taxa; these timetrees were ob-

tained from independent sources in the literature and were not ex-

tracted from larger source trees (details in Data S3). Note that be-

cause the stem ages of these trees were not known, we focused on

MRCA-based conditionings. We found that even when properly

conditioning the likelihood on the considered size threshold (4 or

20 tips), and even when omitting inadequate model fits (as de-

scribed earlier), the estimated mPDRs show a clear ARS of sim-

ilar strength as found for the tree sets analyzed earlier (overview

in Fig. S4). We thus consider it unlikely that correlations in age

estimation errors substantially contribute to the ARS.

The above findings in principle leave open the possibility

that the ARS may also be driven by a true secular accelera-

tion of rates towards the present, and a plethora of mechanisms

have been proposed as potential causes of such an acceleration
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(e.g., Schemske, 2009; Rabosky, 2009b), although here we do

not make an assertion as to the relative importance of these var-

ious mechanisms. While we consider this possibility of inter-

est, more work is needed to completely eliminate sample biases,

which as shown above may largely explain the ARS (Harmon

et al., 2021; Marin and Hedges, 2018; Wertheim and Sanderson,

2010). In the present study, we deliberately avoided running sim-

ulations for testing various hypothetical biological mechanisms

for the ARS, such as diversity-dependent diversification or a sec-

ular positive trend in diversification rates, for the following rea-

son. We generally have a poor understanding of what consti-

tutes a good/plausible model for macroevolutionary dynamics,

and hence a myriad of competing hypothetical simulation mod-

els could be examined, many of which would certainly yield an

ARS. It is certainly the case that many potential process-based

models map to common macroevolutionary patterns, and given

our poor understanding of many of the mechanisms involved it

is hard to determine which model features are essential. Hence,

coming up with a macroevolutionary model that happens to gen-

erate an ARS in and of itself says little about whether this model

is a good representation of reality. One way to actually prove that

a proposed mechanism contributes to the ARS is to correct for it

in our statistical inferences as much as possible, and examine if

this reduces the ARS, but this is only possible if that mechanism

is of statistical nature.

The ARS has long perplexed many researchers—including

ourselves—and it is challenging to reason through the various hy-

potheses that have been put forward to date (Harmon et al., 2021).

However, we suggest that the following thought experiment is

helpful for making sense of our results. Suppose that one was able

to eliminate all sampling biases, and achieve an unbiased estimate

of diversification rates across all clades regardless of size (includ-

ing for clades represented by a single species). Then on average

the present-day diversification rates in young/small clades should

be comparable to the overall present-day diversification rates of

old/large clades, since any old/large clade can be largely decom-

posed into a collection of young/small clades. For example, the

clade of all animals can be decomposed into individual genera,

all of which will be much younger and smaller than Animalia.

Hence, the present-day overall diversification rate of Animalia

should be comparable to the average of present-day diversifica-

tion rates of animal genera (weighted by genus size), regardless

of the many biological mechanisms (e.g., adaptive radiations or

diversity dependence) that might be causing rate differences be-

tween clades. If rates do not exhibit a true secular acceleration

towards the present (and there is no strong evidence to suggest

that they do), then small/young clades should—on average—have

similar rates to the old clades that they are constituents of, and

hence there should be no remaining ARS. And essentially, this is

largely consistent with what we have found.

Conclusions
We have shown that the frequently reported ARS in macroevolu-

tionary rates is clearly seen in the pulled diversification rates, and

is thus unlikely a mere outcome of the recently discovered identi-

fiability issues of birth-death models (Louca and Pennell, 2020a;

Louca et al., 2021). We systematically investigated a variety of

potential mechanisms for this pervasive ARS, including an over-

estimation of diversification rates due to tree size biases (mech-

anism 1), a selection for higher true diversification rates driven

by tree size biases particularly among younger clades (mecha-

nism 2), potential biases in taxon definitions, correlated errors in

node age estimates, and model violations. Of these mechanisms,

almost none was found to substantially contribute to the ARS,

with the exception of tree size biases (which include survivor-

ship bias). Indeed, conditioning the likelihood on the imposed

tree size thresholds led to a clear reduction of the ARS, show-

ing that sampling bias via mechanism 1 contributes to the ARS.

Further, even when we applied this conditioning, considered ran-

domly chosen clades rather than named taxa, and omitted inad-

equate model fits, a strong ARS remained (Fig. S5), and this re-

maining ARS was comparable to the ARS expected under the

second mechanism of biased sampling based on simple simula-

tions (Fig. 2). That said, fully proving that tree size biases are the

sole cause of the remaining ARS would necessitate an analysis of

a set of clades that includes representatives across the entire size

spectrum (including fully extinct clades), which is not possible

with extant phylogenies alone. Indeed, extant phylogenies of size

≥4 do not yield sufficient information for determining the dis-

tribution of rates across smaller extant or fully extinct clades. In

principle, fossil-based estimates of diversification rates across a

large number of clades could help resolve this. However, we note

that origination and extinction rates estimated from fossil data

also show age-rate-scaling (Henao Diaz et al., 2019; Foote, 2005)

and it is possible that the same mechanisms that generate bias

in phylogenetically derived estimates are, at least partially, re-

sponsible for the paleontological patterns. We acknowledge that

the ARS may be partially driven by some true macroevolutionary

processes, notably a secular increase in diversification rates over

time, but we think that these are unlikely to be important. While

we have not completely solved this long-standing mystery, our re-

sults substantially narrow down its potential causes and identify

at least one parsimonious and highly plausible explanation.

Materials and Methods
EXTRACTION OF TAXON TREES

Timetrees of eukaryotic named clades (“taxa”) were extracted

from the following time-calibrated source trees: Agaricomy-

cotina by Varga et al. (2019), amphibians by Jetz and Pyron
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(2018), Chondrichthyes by Stein et al. (2018), ray-finned fishes

by Chang et al. (2019), birds by Jetz et al. (2014), mammals by

Upham et al. (2019), Odonata by Letsch et al. (2016), squamates

by Tonini et al. (2016), turtles by Thomson et al. (2021) and land

plants by Zanne et al. (2014). Subtrees were extracted using the

function get_subtree_with_tips in the R package castor v1.6.9

(Louca and Doebeli, 2018). All taxonomic ranks from genus up

to division were considered, however only taxa represented by

at least 4 tips were extracted (see below for justification). A tree

was only extracted if the tips associated with the taxon (based

on the NCBI taxonomy, version May 16, 2021) indeed formed

a monophyletic group in the source tree. Trees with an MRCA

age below 0.5 million years were omitted, to avoid trees whose

structure may be very sensitive to poor species delineations, and

since the ARS is already clearly visible for ages far above 0.5

million years. For every extracted tree, the stem age (Ts) was set

to the age of the MRCA’s parent node in the source tree, which is

usually the splitting point between the clade and its closest extant

relatives (assuming the source trees cover a substantial fraction

of extant species). An overview of tree sizes and ages is shown

in Supplemental Fig. S6. Information on each analyzed tree with

at least 4 tips (conditioning on ≥4 tips and on MRCA age) is

provided in Supplemental Data File 1.

A minimum size of 4 tips for extracted trees was chosen

based on the following reasoning. The concurrent estimation of

the PDR (even if time-independent) and ρλo requires at least two

data points for the problem to not be underdetermined. In an ex-

tant timetree the internal nodes correspond to the data points.

When conditioned on the splitting at the root and the survival

of both child lineages, the root node no longer serves as a true

data point; under this conditioning, in a bifurcating tree withn tips

there are thus n − 2 data points. Hence, we only extracted trees

with n ≥ 4. In our subsequent analyses, we either considered all

extracted trees (with at least 4 tips) or only extracted trees with at

least 20 tips.

EXTRACTION OF SUBTREES AT RANDOM NODES

Subtrees descending at random nodes were extracted from the

source trees as follows. From each node in each source tree, the

subtree descending at that node was extracted using the castor-

function get_subtrees_at_nodes. Any subtrees below the consid-

ered size threshold (4 or 20 tips) were discarded. As before, trees

with an MRCA age below 0.5 million years were omitted. From

the remaining subtrees, a random subset of at most 10,000 sub-

trees was kept for further analysis for computational efficiency.

Note that only 9296 trees of size ≥20 could be extracted, and

that model fitting failed for a small fraction of subtrees depend-

ing on the conditioning used, thus leading to variable numbers of

trees eventually analyzed (overview in Supplemental Table S1).

Details on each analyzed subtree with at least 4 tips (conditioning

on ≥4 tips and on MRCA age) is provided in Supplemental Data

File 2.

FITTING THE PDR TO TIMETREES

In the following, N denotes the particular tree size thresh-

old considered (either 4 or 20 tips). To each empirical tree,

a time-dependent piecewise linear PDR profile and the prod-

uct ρλo were fitted via maximum likelihood using the function

fit_hbd_pdr_on_best_grid_size in the R package castor

(Louca and Doebeli, 2018), with options uniform_grid=FALSE,

relative_dt=0.001, exhaustive=FALSE. This function auto-

matically chooses the optimal size of the temporal grid based on

the AIC (Akaike, 1981). The process was either assumed to have

started at the clade’s stem age or conditioned on yielding the

observed MRCA age, adjusted using the option oldest_age in

the function fit_hbd_pdr_on_best_grid_size. As mentioned

in the main text, a variety of conditionings were used, includ-

ing stem, crown, stem4 and crown4 (when N = 4) or stem20

and crown20 (when N = 20). For example, stem4 conditions the

likelihood on the sampling of at least 4 tips at present day, as-

suming that the cladogenic process started at the stem age. This

conditioning is achieved by dividing the raw tree likelihood with

the probability that the process yields at least 4 tips at present

day (MacPherson et al., 2022) (see Appendix for mathematical

details). Similarly, crown4 conditions the likelihood on the ob-

served MRCA age and the sampling of at least 4 tips.

We mention that, from a numerical perspective, fitting the

PDR profile and the product ρλo to a timetree is analogous to

fitting λ and μ, since the likelihood can either be written in terms

of the PDR and ρλo, or in terms of λ, μ and ρ. A major difference

is that the maximum-likelihood estimates of the PDR profile and

ρλo asymptotically converge to their true values with increasing

tree size, whereas this is generally not the case for λ and μ (which

we now know are not identifiable from extant timetrees alone).

Note that the sampling fraction ρ itself is not needed in order for

the PDR and product ρλo to be identifiable (Louca and Pennell,

2020a), and hence ρ was neither specified for (nor obtained from)

the fitting, nor did we need to assume any specific value for ρ.

An overview of results, depending on conditioning and tree size

threshold, is listed in Table S1.

SLIDING WINDOW MEDIANS

Sliding window medians of mPDRs (black curves in Fig. 1) were

calculated as follows. The full range of clade ages (either MRCA

ages or stem ages, depending on which was considered) was di-

vided into a regular grid of 20 points on a logarithmic scale. For

each grid point, the median mPDR was calculated based on the

mPDRs of trees falling within an age interval (“window”) cen-

tered at that grid point and spanning symmetrically 20% of the

full age range (on a log-axis). Only sliding windows with at least
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10 data points (trees) and with an estimated relative standard er-

ror of less than 50% were considered.

EXAMINING BIAS MECHANISM 2 WITH

SIMULATIONS

To examine whether tree size biases (only considering extant

trees above a certain size threshold) could cause an ARS of com-

parable magnitude as observed in the data, even when condition-

ing the likelihood on the size filter and even in the absence of

any other biases or model inadequacies, we proceeded as fol-

lows. We simulated 10,000 extant timetrees using the function

generate_random_tree in the R package castor (Louca and

Doebeli, 2018; Louca, 2020). Each tree was simulated according

to a constant-rates birth-death model, with complete sampling

(ρ = 1), with λ chosen randomly between 0.01 and 1 Myr−1

(uniformly on a logarithmic scale), with μ chosen randomly uni-

formly between 0 and λ/2, and with the stem age chosen ran-

domly between 0.5 and 500 Myr (uniformly on a logarithmic

scale). Trees that ended up with fewer than 4 extant tips or with

more than 100,000 tips were omitted. The upper size limit was

chosen to avoid trees too large to handle computationally, and re-

flects the fact that clades larger than this are rarely analyzed in

practice (e.g., our empirical dataset does not include clades with

more than 100,000 tips). The mean PDR was then estimated for

each tree using the same methods as for the empirical trees, and

accounting for the minimum size threshold (≥4 tips) in the con-

ditioning. This analysis was repeated using 20 tips as a minimum

size threshold. Fig. 2 shows the resulting mPDR estimates as well

as the true PDRs for different stem or MRCA ages. Note that in

this particular case the net diversification rate (r = λ − μ) is the

same as the PDR, since λ is constant in time.

MODEL ADEQUACY TESTS

Statistical tests for model adequacy were performed

through parametric bootstrapping, using the castorfunction

model_adequacy_hbd, as described previously (Louca and

Pennell, 2021). In brief, 1000 random extant timetrees were

generated from the fitted congruence class (which is uniquely

defined in terms of the PDR and the product ρλo) and com-

pared to the original tree, to check if the original tree deviated

substantially from the distribution of generated trees. Note

that the congruence class fully determines the distribution of

generated trees regardless of λ, μ, and ρ, in other words, as

long as the PDR and the product ρλo are given, the distribution

of trees is fully specified. The following statistics were com-

pared: The Sackin shape statistic (Sackin, 1972), the Colless

shape statistic (Shao, 1990), the Blum shape statistic (Blum and

François, 2006, Eq. 5), the distribution of edge lengths based on

a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, the distribution of node ages based

on a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, and the distribution of node sizes

(number of descending tips) based on a Kolmogorov–Smirnov

test. A fitted congruence class was considered inadequate if it

could be rejected based on any of these statistical tests, using a

significance threshold of 0.05. For further details see (Louca and

Pennell, 2021) and the documentation of castor.
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Appendix: Mathematical
Derivations

In the following we provide mathematical derivations for

the conditionings of the likelihood on the sampling of at least

N tips, under a time-dependent homogeneous birth-death model

and in terms of the pulled diversification rate (PDR) and the

product ρλo. Our starting point are the formulas provided by

Louca & Pennell (2020a), particularly those in Supplement S.1.7

therein. Henceforth, “age” refers to time before present, i.e., age

0 corresponds to the present day. Let λ be the speciation rate,

μ the extinction rate, r := λ − μ the net diversification rate, ρ

the present-day sampling fraction, λo the present-day speciation

rate, r̃ the PDR and λp the pulled speciation rate. Let E (τ) be

the probability that a lineage existing at age τ will be missing

from the timetree. For any given bifurcating tree generated by

the above cladogenic process, we denote by τS the stem age (i.e.,

where the cladogenic process started), by τM the MRCA age, and

by τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤ · · · ≤ τn the ages of the tree’s internal nodes (hence

τM = τn). From (Louca & Pennell, 2020a, Supplement S1.7) we

know that the probability of an extant timetree having exactly n

sampled tips, if the birth-death-process started at age τS, is given

by:

P(n) = (1 − ES) · (1 − H ) · Hn−1, n ≥ 1

P(0) = ES,
(A1)

where ES := E (τS), and H is defined as:

H =
ρλo

∫ τS

0
eR̃(s) ds

1 + ρλo

∫ τS

0
eR̃(s)ds

, (A2)

and R̃ is defined as:

R̃(s) :=
∫ s

0
r̃(u) du. (A3)

Note that H is fully determined by the PDR and ρλo alone.

Conditioning on stem age and sampling ≥ N tips:
For any given N ∈ N, we seek to calculate the likelihood of a tree

conditioned on the event of sampling at least N tips, assuming

that the cladogenic process started at age τS. Let PS([N,∞)) be

the probability that the timetree will have at least N sampled tips.

We have:

PS([N,∞)) =
∞∑

n=N

P(n)
(A1)= (1 − ES) · (1 − H )

∞∑
n=N

Hn−1

= (1 − ES) · (1 − H ) · HN−1
∞∑

n=0

Hn

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

1−H

= (1 − ES) · HN−1.

(A4)

Following (Louca & Pennell, 2020a, Eq. 55 in S.1.6), the uncon-

ditioned (“raw”) likelihood is given by:

Lraw = (ρλo)n+1eR̃(τS )

λ(τS)

[
1 + ρλo

∫ τS

0
eR̃(u) du

]−2

n∏
i=1

eR̃(τi )

[
1 + ρλo

∫ τi

0
eR̃(u) du

]−2

.

(A5)

To condition the raw likelihood on the event of sampling at least

N tips one simply needs to divide it by PS([N,∞)). Hence, the

conditional likelihood is given by:

L = Lraw

PS([N,∞))

= (ρλo)n+1eR̃(τS )

λ(τS)(1 − ES) · HN−1

[
1 + ρλo

∫ τS

0
eR̃(u) du

]−2

n∏
i=1

eR̃(τi )

[
1 + ρλo

∫ τi

0
eR̃(u) du

]−2

.

(A6)
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From (Louca & Pennell, 2020a, Eq. 58) we know that:

λ(τS)(1 − ES) = ρλoeR̃(τS )

1 + ρλo

∫ τS

0
eR̃(u)du

. (A7)

Using Eqs. (A2) and (A7) in Eq. (A6) yields the conditional like-

lihood entirely in terms of the PDR and ρλo:

L = (ρλo)n

HN−1 ·
[
1 + ρλo

∫ τS

0 eR̃(u) du
]−1

∏n
i=1 eR̃(τi )

[
1 + ρλo

∫ τi

0 eR̃(u) du
]−2

.

(A8)

Conditioning on τM and sampling ≥ N tips:
We seek the conditional likelihood, conditioned on the event that

the process yields an MRCA at age τM and at least N sampled

tips. It is useful at this point to introduce the concept of “flow”,

as described by Louca and Pennell (Louca & Pennell, 2020b)

in the context of diversification models: There exists a function

� : R → R such that �(τ)/�(σ) is the probability that a lineage

alive at age τ will yield exactly one descending lineage in the phy-

logeny at some younger age σ. According to (Louca & Pennell,

2020a, Eq. 54 in S.1.6), � can be constructed as:

�(τ) = eR̃(τ) λo

λ(τ)

[
1 + ρλo

∫ τ

0
eR̃(u) du

]−2

. (A9)

The probability density of the MRCA occurring at age τM

and yielding at least N lineages, denoted PM, is thus given by the

expression:

PM([N,∞)) = �(τS)

�(τM)
λ(τM)P̃M([N,∞)), (A10)

where P̃M ([N,∞)) is the probability that two lineages splitting at

age τM will both survive and yield at least N sampled tips. We

can write P̃M ([N,∞)) as a sum over multiple alternative events

(in the following, n represents the size of child-tree 1 and k the

size of child-tree 2):

P̃M ([N,∞)) =
N−1∑
n=1

P(n)
∞∑

k=N−n

P(k)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A4)= (1−EM )HN−n−1

+
∞∑

n=N

P(n)
∞∑

k=1

P(k)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1−P(0)=1−EM

= (1 − EM)
N−1∑
n=1

P(n)HN−n−1 + (1 − Eo)
∞∑

n=N

P(n)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A4)= (1−Eo)HN−1

= (1 − EM)
N−1∑
n=1

P(n)HN−n−1 + (1 − EM)2HN−1

(A1)= (1 − EM)2(1 − H )
N−1∑
n=1

Hn−1HN−n−1 + (1 − EM)2HN−1

= (1 − EM)2(1 − H )
N−1∑
n=1

HN−2 + (1 − EM)2HN−1

= (1 − EM)2(1 − H )HN−2(N − 1) + (1 − EM)2HN−1

= (1 − EM)2HN−2 · (N − 1 − NH + 2H ).

(A11)

where we defined EM := E (τM). To obtain the conditional like-

lihood, one needs to divide the raw likelihood in Eq. (A5) by

PM([N,∞)), yielding:

L = Lraw

PM([N,∞))
(A10)&(A11)= Lraw · �(τM)

�(τS)λ(τM)(1 − EM)2HN−2 · (N − 1 − NH + 2H )

(A5)&(A9)= (ρλo)n+1eR̃(τM )

λ2(τM)(1 − EM)2HN−2 · (N − 1 − NH + 2H )
[
1 + ρλo

∫ τM

0 eR̃(u) du
]2

×
n∏

i=1

eR̃(τi )

[
1 + ρλo

∫ τi

0
eR̃(u) du

]−2

.

(A12)

Recall that λp = λ · (1 − E ), and that by (Louca & Pennell,

2020a, Eq. 58 in S.1.6) we have:

λp(τ) = ρλoeR̃(τ)

1 + ρλo
∫ τ

0 eR̃(u)du
. (A13)

Hence, the conditional likelihood in Eq. (A12) can be rewritten

entirely in terms of the PDR and ρλo:

L = (ρλo)n−1e−R̃(τM )

HN−2·(N−1−NH+2H )

∏n
i=1 eR̃(τi )[

1 + ρλo
∫ τi

0 eR̃(u) du
]−2 (A14)
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Supporting Information
Additional supporting information may be found online in the Supporting Information section at the end of the article.

Figure S1: Age-rate-scaling across eukaryotic trees (adequate model fits).
Figure S2: Age-rate-scaling across eukaryotic trees (tree sizes ≥4).
Figure S3: Age-rate-scaling across eukaryotic trees (tree sizes ≥4, adequate model fits).
Figure S4: Age-rate-scaling across independent eukaryotic trees.
Figure S5: Residual ARS across eukaryotic trees (clades originating at random nodes, tree sizes ≥4, adequate model fits).
Figure S6: Eukaryotic tree sizes and MRCA ages (named taxa).
Figure S7: Eukaryotic tree sizes and MRCA ages (subtrees at random nodes).
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Figure S1: Age-rate-scaling across eukaryotic trees (adequate model fits). Similar to Fig. 1 in the main article,
but considering only trees with adequate model fits, i.e., for which the fitted PDR and ρλo could not be rejected based
on six different statistical tests. The black curves show the median mPDR across trees in a sliding window, and the R
value indicates the ratio of the median at age 10 Myr to the median at age 100 Myr as a measure of the ARS’s strength.
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Figure S2: Age-rate-scaling across eukaryotic trees (tree sizes ≥4). Similar to Fig. 1 in the main article, but
considering trees with at least 4 tips rather than 20.
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Figure S3: Age-rate-scaling across eukaryotic trees (tree sizes ≥4, adequate model fits). Similar to Supplemental
Fig. S2, but considering only trees with adequate model fits, i.e., for which the fitted PDR and ρλo could not be rejected
based on six different statistical tests.
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Figure S4: Age-rate-scaling across independent eukaryotic trees. Estimated mPDRs across eukaryotic taxa (named
clades, one point per taxon) using independently created trees, i.e., not extracted from larger source trees. Note that
the true stem age was not available for these trees, hence only estimates conditioning on MRCA age are shown. (A-B):
Showing estimates from all trees. (C-D): Showing estimates from adequate model fits only, i.e., for which the fitted
PDR and ρλo could not be rejected based on six different statistical tests. Thick black curves show moving median,
similarly to 1.
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Figure S5: Residual ARS across eukaryotic trees (clades originating at random nodes, tree sizes ≥4, adequate
model fits). Estimated mean PDR in eukaryotic clades descending at randomly chosen nodes, considering only trees
with 4 tips and with adequate model fits, i.e., for which the fitted model could not be rejected based on six different
statistical tests. (A) Conditioning on the stem age and the tree size threshold. (B) Conditioning on the MRCA age and
the tree size threshold. In each panel, the black curve shows the median mPDR across trees in a sliding window, and
the R value indicates the ratio of the median at age 10 Myr to the median at age 100 Myr as a measure of the ARS’s
strength. The purple reference curves indicate the theoretical minimum and maximum mPDR for which the expected
tree size would be between 4 and 100,000 at any given stem or MRCA age (based on the deterministic approximation
of birth-death models). Observe that the sliding window median closely tracks this theoretical mPDR bracket, which
itself is entirely driven by the imposed tree size thresholds.
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Figure S6: Eukaryotic tree sizes and MRCA ages (named taxa). Number of tips (vertical axes) compared to the
MRCA age (horizontal age) of each eukaryotic taxon analyzed (one point per taxon). Each panel shows trees extracted
from a different source tree. Sources for the source trees are described in the Methods.
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Figure S7: Eukaryotic tree sizes and MRCA ages (subtrees at random nodes). Similar to Supplemental Fig. S6,
but for analyzed subtrees extracted at random nodes in larger eukaryotic trees.
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Table S1: Overview of tree sets. Overview of the number of trees analyzed and the corresponding ARS strength R,
depending on the tree type (taxa extracted from source trees, or subtrees descending at random nodes), the size threshold
N (minimum number of tips), how the age of a clade was measured (MRCA age or stem age), whether the likelihood
was conditioned on the imposed size threshold, and whether only trees with adequate model fits were considered. R
is defined as the ratio of the median mPDR at age 10 Myr to the median mPDR at age 100 Myr, based on a sliding
window.

tree type N conditioned age type adequates only Ntrees R

taxa 4 no stem no 3044 6.3
taxa 4 no stem yes 2241 6.9
taxa 4 no MRCA no 3045 5.9
taxa 4 no MRCA yes 2189 6.7
taxa 4 yes stem no 3045 2.7
taxa 4 yes stem yes 2239 3.5
taxa 4 yes MRCA no 3045 4.6
taxa 4 yes MRCA yes 2176 5.3
taxa 20 no stem no 714 7.8
taxa 20 no stem yes 217 9.8
taxa 20 no MRCA no 714 7.7
taxa 20 no MRCA yes 210 9.9
taxa 20 yes stem no 715 4.4
taxa 20 yes stem yes 217 13.5
taxa 20 yes MRCA no 714 6.0
taxa 20 yes MRCA yes 212 9.9
subtrees 4 no stem no 9990 4.9
subtrees 4 no stem yes 7077 5.3
subtrees 4 no MRCA no 9991 3.8
subtrees 4 no MRCA yes 7237 4.1
subtrees 4 yes stem no 9983 4.0
subtrees 4 yes stem yes 7075 4.3
subtrees 4 yes MRCA no 9988 3.5
subtrees 4 yes MRCA yes 7147 3.8
subtrees 20 no stem no 9295 5.1
subtrees 20 no stem yes 2924 5.7
subtrees 20 no MRCA no 9294 4.6
subtrees 20 no MRCA yes 2904 5.5
subtrees 20 yes stem no 9293 4.0
subtrees 20 yes stem yes 2908 5.7
subtrees 20 yes MRCA no 9293 3.7
subtrees 20 yes MRCA yes 2910 5.0
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